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Abstract 
 

(Unifying & Separating in the Holy Quran / A Linguistic 

Study)  is a doctorate thesis which discus the sounds of Unifying 

& Separation in Holy Quran and their attachments. The thesis 

consists of Introduction, Preface, Five Chapters and a 

conclusion.  

In the preface I studied every thing related to the Unifying 

& Separating sounds, how they have been used and what they 

have signifying in the linguistic , literary & religious traditions, 

also their role in the Holy Quran and Hadith . I discussed 

Unifying & Separating in the language showing the differences 

between them found by the linguists and speakers. I, also, 

showed their effect on the Arab Poetry presenting poetic 

examples to prove my argument. 

The First Chapter is concerned with a linguistic study of 

these sounds through three sections: The First studied the 

formation of the sounds. The second studied the vocal functions 

of the sounds such as : elongation, bending, similarity, 

integration, replacement , nutriment and stopping . The third 

discussed the cases of vocal coordination such as the Quranic 

asterisk, vocal equilibrium and Rhyme. 

The second chapter is concerned with the vocal study of 

the Unifying & Separating sounds. It has two sections : the first 

studies the abstract and compound verbs and the varying 

functions.  

The second studies the nominal cases such as: sources, 

derivatives & plurals with their functions.      

The third chapter is concerned with the linguistic study of 

these sounds including their constant & changing forms, how 

they can be put in twos, or in plural forms , whether they are 

considered known or unknown, whether they are added to other 

words or vice versa, what is being omitted or moved, and what 

is the function of the sentence, there is, also, a sentence study 

such as: what is put first , put last, mentioned or deleted. 

The fourth chapter discussed the text study of the unifying 

sounds in Holy Quran. It has two sections : This world’s sounds 

and the other (after death ) world sounds . The first contains 



sounds of Nature , Man, Spirits, Money and work, while the 

second contains sounds of nature and Man only . 

The Fifth chapter discussed the text study of separating 

sounds in the Holy Quran . It has four sections: Sounds of 

Nature & Man . Sounds of Work & Money , Sounds of Creeds, 

and Sounds of the Day of Judgment.  

After the five chapters , the Conclusion shows the most 

important results that have been reached by this thesis.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


